
① To secure the focuser squaring adjustments, the camera must be attached to the focuser in the same position and orientation as it 
　 was attached to the focuser at the squaring adjustments; otherwise, the image will not be entirely sharp.
② To secure the focuser square adjustments, a rotation of the imaging frame must be done by rotating the whole optical tube.  
　 A rotation of the imaging frame with the camera adapter ring only will produce an image that is not completely sharp.
③ To secure the focuser squaring adjustments, the same camera should be used with the optical tube for astrophotography.  Attaching 
　 a different camera to the optical tube will require the focuser squaring adjustments be performed again with the camera being used.

Caution

The focuser squaring adjustments are subject to your clear understanding and 
acceptance of the following
①

②

Necessity of the focuser squaring adjustments
The VSD100F3.8 produces a very flat focal plane that can detect a subtle misalignment of the mount* of a 
camera used.  The resulting image will not be sharp on part of the focal plane if you use a medium size 
camera with a large imaging sensor like 645D format.  * It is within the tolerance of the specifications.

The focuser squaring adjustments are set at Vixen’ s factory and re-adjustments of this par t are not 
generally needed.  The focuser squaring adjustment described here is a highly technical method designed 
for professionals and experienced amateurs who have ample knowledge of complex technology and 
equipment for astro-imaging with a large format imaging sensor.  Never touch this par t if you are not 
comfortable with complex technology.
Vixen does not provide detai ls or endorse your adjustment of the focuser squaring.  I t is the users 
responsibility for the focuser squaring adjustments if you proceed with the adjustments.

■ How to return the focuser position to the factory default
Loosening all the push screws and then tightening all the pull screws will bring the focuser position to the 
initial setting at the Vixen’s factory.

Pull Screw

Push Screw

120 degrees 
apart

Focuser Squaring Adjustments

　Accessory 　2mm Allen wench

　Size
　Weight

　92mm dia. x 46mm long (3.62” x 1.81”)
　330g (11.6oz)

　Connecting threads
　Filter thread

　M84mm pitch 1mm (male), M60mm pitch 0.75mm (female)
　58mm in diameter

　Focal length
　Image circle

　From 380mm (F3.8) to 300mm (F3.0)
　44mm diameter

　Optical tube
　Magnification

　VSD100F3.8 (as of Oct. 2014)
　Model 　Focal Reducer V0.79X

　0.79X

Starting the focuser squaring adjustments
○

○

○

○

○
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Be sure to read this complete page 
before you make these adjustments.

There is a set of six adjustment screws on the D ring and E ring 
respectively which are placed at even intervals.
The adjustment screws on the D ring work as push screws and the 
ones on the E ring work as pull screws. 
The squaring adjustments can be done with the supplied Allen key 
(1.5mm).

Choose a set of any three of the six push screws at 120 degrees 
apar t on the D r ing for the adjustments.  Loosen a set of the 
remaining three push screws in advance as they are used along 
with adjustment screws.
Sl ight ly loosen two push screws on the side you want to br ing 
toward you and tighten the corresponding two pull screws. 
After the squaring adjustments finish, tighten the set of the three 
supportive adjustment screws lightly.

Using the Focal Reducer V0.79X

Focal Reducer V0.79X
The focal reducer V0.79X is designed primarily for astrophotography, but it is available for visual observation 
with an eyepiece attached.

● The focal reducer V0.79X reduces the focal length by 0.79 times. 

 
* It covers the 36mm x 24mm size imaging sensors. 

Attaching the Focal Reducer V0.79X to a VSD100F3.8 
① Remove all the connecting rings (A, B, C, D and E rings) from the drawtube on the VSD100F3.8.

② Screw the focal reducer V0.79X into the drawtube on the VSD100F3.8.  Attach a DSLR camera body on 
　 the focal reducer by means of both the T-ring appropriate to your camera and the wide photo adapter 
　 60mm as shown in the diagram below for astrophotography.

WARNING! Never look directly at the sun with your naked eyes or through your telescope 
and finder scope.  Permanent and irreversible eye damage may result.

    Do not leave the product uncapped in the daytime.  Sunlight passing through the product may cause a fire.
    Do not use the product while traveling or walking, as injuries may arise from stumbling, falling or collision with objects.
    Keep small caps, plastic bags or plastic packing materials away from children.  These may cause choking or suffocation.
    Do not use the product in a wet environment.

Caution

Thank you for your purchase of a focal reducer V0.79X.  This is instructions for the focal reducer V0.79X.  
Use the instructions in conjunction with your telescope manual.
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